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Tax systems have a significant influence on the division oflabour - this ap­
plies especially with regard to gender. 1 The potential for controlling em­
ployment through tax politics was very familiar to the political actors of the 
20th century. In tax law, rules conceming marriage or family are generally 
formulated as neutral where gender is concerned, as the principles of subjec­
tive 1iability to tax or the degree oftax burden. However, as with any other 
law, tax law does not function regardless of sex. The taxation of maJTied 
couples or households has been deliberately used to exclude a section ofthe 
population that was seen as areserve for the labour market: women and es­
pecially married women. My thesis is therefore that in both countries, Ger­
many and Denmark, tax politics were also labour market politics. Further­
more, tax politics were to fulfil another function. They were used to put 
through certain social norms: the housewife marriage, the assistant wife mar­
riage (the woman earning a small additional income) and finally the double 
income marriage. The main question of this article is to what extent tax law 
met these socio-political expectations and if it could indeed absorb or turn 
socia! changes and developments. 
In the 1950s, despite great differences on the legal level in respect to the 
equalisation of legitimate and illegitimate children, family and marriage, 
there were comparable standard attitudes towards marriage, sexuality and 
the family in Denmark and in West Germany. Ana10gous to the Federal Re-
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public of Gennany, Denmark also described the 1950s as the "golden years 
of the family". The reasons, however, were different: whereas the nuclear 
family and the one breadwinner-model or "housewife marriage" were be­
coming standard institutions in Denmark, they had already become so in 
Germany in the 1930s and represented a postulate which was to be upheld. 
The comparison bases on the debates in the Danish and German Parlia­
ment as on pieces and statements of the women's organisations. 
This investigation focuses, in the main, on the 1950s. They are a good 
starting point because there were similarities in both labour market struc­
tures and way of life or fami1y organisation in both countries. The crisis of 
the family, women in gaintlJ! employment and the general structure of state 
welfare were discussed in both countries and those discussions were of great 
public interest. The discussion about the tax system actually represents the 
debate about "woman's place in society". It will be shown that the similari­
ties of argumentation, as weIl as the diffcrences in the results, were 1arger 
than one would expect. 
The situation of married or unmarried, employed or unemployed women 
will serve as an example for gender-specific differences of taxation in this 
articlc. There can be different criteria for taxation: either taxation of the in­
di vidual or taxation of the fami1y, or rather the household. Taxation depends 
on income, fami1y status (married, single, divorced or widowed), the number 
of chi1dren amongst other criteria. Therefore, there is an educational effect in 
tax law, as it "subsidises" personal decisions such as marriage, or as it taxes 
different types of income with higher or no taxes or offers the opportunity to 
claim deduction. Fonns of taxation have an influence on mutual commit­
ment and dependence2 and on individual decisions: What would be best far 
family economics? Live together as a married or unmarried coup1e? Gainful 
employment of both spouses or the wife's limitation to housework and car­
ing for husband, children and elderly people in need of attention? 
When estimating the taxation ofmarried couples, we generally differenti­
ate between two possibilities: joint taxation or taxation ofthe household, and 
individual or separate taxation. Joint taxation means adding up both in­
comes, and from that sum estimating the income tax to be paid. In separate 
or individual taxation, the tax levels of husband and wife are estimated inde­
pendently from each other. The difference has a great effect especially on 
the employment of wives and is used in tax legislative to regulate female 
labour.3 
2	 lensen, Komparative velf<erdssystemer (note I), p. 137. 
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Tax Politics and Women's Equality in West Germany and Denmark 
I, Taxation ofMarried Women in the Federal Republic ofGermanl 
1. J Tax polities as a regulating agent on the labour market 
Since the late 19th century, conjugal tax law was built on the principle of 
household taxation. The income of a household was seen as a joint product 
of al1 its members. With the rise of salaried employment, individual income 
gained significance. Since the year 1900 the salary of children had already 
been separated from the taxation ofhouseholds. 
It is not the case that tax politics were only used to establish moral ideas 
offamily life and to meet the needs of labour market after the Second World 
War. In the 1920s, married women were already subject to according meas­
ures. Whenever the situation in the labour market eased, the discrediting 
slogan of the "double-income family" appeared. If a larger work force was 
needed, the married woman was happily employed. It was also in the 1920s 
that the individual taxation of spouses became possible, if both were in gain­
ful employment. Due to this extension in tax law, an increasing number of 
employed wives were taxed individually from 1925 onwards. 
However, this social acceptance of married women in gainful employ­
ment came to a temporary end in 1934. The National Socialists reintroduced 
the general joint taxation of married couples. As the "additional" income of 
the wife led to a higher progression, the gainful employment of married 
women was less attractive from then on.5 It was to be welcomed that most 
married women would give up working, as this relieved the labour market 
and also corresponded to the national socialistic idea of women as house­
wives. However this principle oftax politics proved to be ineffective during 
the war. The govemment was trying to win married women as badly needed 
work forces in the armaments industry. Married women's income out of 
salaried employment was thus taxed separately again in 1941. This ofcourse 
meant that most of the working wives were no longer subject to joint taxa­
3 Astrid loosten, Die Frau, das "segenspendende Herz der Familie", Pfaffenweiler 
1990, p. 58. 
4 For the current situation in Germany: Aneemarie Mennel, Frauen, Steuern, 
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heim/Basel 1988, pp. 79·116. 
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tion. As the Allies eonfirmed this exemption in tax law, the general rule in 
1950 was joint taxation, but wage-eaming married women were taxed sepa­
rately and independently. 
1.2 Equal rights versus protection ofthefamily in the 1950s 
In the 1950s, the formation of tax law became a severely disputed subject 
where eonservatives (CDU), who had been goveming the country since 
1949, had to face a lot of opposition. The taxation of wornen was, like the 
reform of family law (1949-1958), a very delicate subjeet, in which the 
equality of men and women stood in supposed or actual conflict with the 
protection of the family. Both prineiples had gained eonstitutional status in 
the eonstitution (Grundgesetz) of the newly founded Federal Republie of 
Germany (1949). 
The conservative govemment tried to confirm their idea of hausehold 
taxation and housewife marriage in tax law throughout the 1950s. Changing 
ministers of Finance tried with clockwork regularity to abolish the ill­
favoured separate assessment. Motives of govemment parties were however 
different. The minister of Family Issues and same eonservative members of 
parliament, supported by the church, regardedjoint taxation ofspouses as an 
appropriate rneans to fight ernp10yment of married wornen and especially of 
rnothers. They saw hausehold taxation as if it were a penalty tax for working 
wives and mothers. Other conservatives however argued that a family had to 
be seen as a productive unit and that its members could not be taxed indi­
vidually. Ministers of Finance of course had always primarily associated 
hausehold taxation with higher tax ineome. 
The conservative govemment tried to abolish the exemption of 1941 and 
to reintroduee joint taxation with an ineome tax bill first launehed in March 
1951. Apart tram the expeeted positive effect on the labour market (unem­
ployment numbers were high), the minister of Finance expected an addi­
tional tax income of 100 million DM. But even the steering committee, lead 
by CDU-members, recommended eontinuing taxing spouses individually. 6 
The opposition and nearly all women's associations doubted that a joint 
taxation rule cou1d be reintroduced without conf1icting with the principle of 
equality stated in the constitution. A female soeial demoeratic member of 
parliament called these thoughts an "attack on the legal means to establish 
equality of warnen, which according to the constitution had to be completed 
6	 Nellburger (CDU), Verhandlungen des Deutschen Bundestages (Verh. B'1'), (Nego­
tiations of the Federal Republic Parliament), Ist elcction period (EP), 142nd session, 
p.5612. 
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by 31 March 1953".7 Aprut from the unjust tax treatment ofwomen, she be­
lieved this plan would be like a punishment for marriage and suspected that 
the Conservatives were trying to artificially keep alive the vanishing house­
wife who was already a relict of the past.8 Time and again the joint taxation 
was called "marriage punishment tax" and was accordingly seen as an ob­
stacle to marriage. This argument bore some weight which should not be 
underestimated.9 Just like the equality of sexes, the protection of marriage 
and family also desired that the exemption of 1941 remain valid - according 
to the opposition. Opponcnts to joint taxation suspected that young couples 
could choose to live in common law marriage for tax reasons. The results of 
such adecision would mean a dramatic change in 01' loss of morality. It was 
stated: "Practically, the household taxation will lead to the habit of marrying 
very late, which is not dcsirable for reasons of population policy, 01' people 
will chose to live together without being married which cannot be desirable 
for reasons of morality."lo Social democrats shared these fears: "People 
would prefer to cohabit in a cheaper way than as a married couple, that is the 
fonn of cohabitation which is generally called common law marriage. [, .. ] A 
second effect could be that for tax reasons people would decide on a sham 
divorce in times of financial crisis. A pretence that would indeed be worth­
while after a couple of months," 11 
Supporters of the exemption raised another point that referred to the dif­
ficult financial situation of many families that had worsened during the war. 
The married woman's income was economically necessary in many families 
and could therefore not be taxed highly. Rather the opposite should be the 
case: government should be happy about and support the women's engage­
ment. 12 Facing the strong resentments, representatives of government had a 
hard time trying to find convincing arguments for general household taxa­
tion. The later minister of Family Issues, Franz-Josef WuenneEng, tried to 
trigger off the fight against "double income marriages", but was not very 
convincing in light ofthe generally bad financial situation ofmany families. 
Nevertheless, the Conservatives passed the general joint taxation of married 
spouses with a sEm majority. They then had to withdraw this law shortly 
7 Lockmann (SPD). Verh. BT. Ist EP. 142nd session, p. 5634f.
 
8 Lockmann (SPD), Verh. BT, Ist election period, 142nd session, p. 5635.
 
9 Heinz Paulick, Der Einfluss des Steuerrechtes auf Eheschließung und Ehescheidung,
 
in: Ehc und Familie im privaten und öffentlichen Recht, vol. 12 (1955), no, 12, pp. 
46·348, here p. 346. 
lOVerh. BT, Ist EP, 145th session, p. 5723. 
11 Lockmann (SPD), Verh. BT, 1st EP, 145th session, p. 724 . 
12 Wessei (Zentrum), Verh. BT, Ist EP, 1451h session, p. 5722f. 
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afterwards, due to the massive protests of women 's assoeiations and work­
ers' unions. The status quo thus remained untouehed: households were still 
generally taxed as one union, with the exemption of the wife's income from 
salaried werk. 
In spring 1953, the minister of Finanee, Fritz Sehäffer, again proposed 
the abolition of individual taxation. Against better judgement, he assoeiated 
individual taxation with national soeialistie legislation. The "unjust and il­
logieal regulation §43 EKStG [...] originates from the time 01' Hitler' s gov­
emment where women were drawn into the munitions factories without eon­
sideration of family or family life".13 This regulation was only favourable to 
the employed woman herself and the "ehildless double ineome families".14 
However, even the taxpayers' union diseredited the catehy slogan of"double 
ineome families" as being outdated in terms of the labour market. The data 
on whieh the minister of Finanee based his arguments was wrong, the eeon­
omy eould not manage without female work force. As a matter offaet, ehild­
less married women stayed more often at horne, whereas mothers were 
foreed to seek employment for eeonomie reasons. Indeed the taxpayers' 
lobby reaehed the conclusion thm "§26 EKStG was based on an outdated 
eoncept of family, where the female spouse is seen economieally as an addi­
tion to her husband.,,15 Thus only a separate taxation of spouses would be 
possible eoncluded the taxpayers' statement. 
The Liberals favoured, with regard to all positive reaetion to separate 
taxation, a model following the Ameriean example. 16 A eomprehensive solu­
tion was worked out in eombination with the planned tax reform. Even 
CDU-members did not regard the govemment's proposal as a suffieient ba­
sis for a "social solution that met the needs of families".17 The govemment 
therefore retreated from fundamental ehanges for the time being. The eom­
munity of individually taxed women was even widened within a tax reform 
of autumn 1954. From now on, also married women who had an ineome 
from self-employed work or trade were taxed individually. Until then house­
holds in whieh the female spouse eamed money from being self-employed 
belonged to such a high rate oftaxation that the woman's ineome was taxed 
at 40 percent and more. After the reform of 1954, only the hc1ping members 
of family were subjeet to household taxation. 
13 Minister ofFinance Schäffer, Verh. BT, Ist EP, 247th session, p. 11794; Statement 
of Bund der Steuerzahler, in: Informationen, 1953, no. 4, p. I 
14 Minister ofFinance Schäffer, Verh. BT Ist EP, 25th session, p.12117. 
15 Statement ofBwld der Steuerzahler, in: Informationen (1953), no. 4, p. 3. 
16 Verh. BT, 1st EP, 252nd session, p. 12116 ff., and 264th session, p. 12906 tf. 
17 Verh. BT, 1st EP, 264th session. 
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Tax Politics and Women's Equality in West Germany and Denmark 
The line of opponents to a joint taxation of spouses was long and re­
mained united. The women 's associations agreed that a joint taxation would 
lead to dissolution of marriages and strengthen illegitimate couples. 18 The 
union of female lawyers and economists emphasised that "it is impossible to 
find arguments far the tax burden of warking women and mothers in the 
general inequality of economic circumstances".!9 The German Salaried Em­
ployees' Union stressed that a lot of tasks were to be mastered in the follow­
ing years that required a full work force, no matter if it be male 01' female 01' 
both. "Its principle should not only be accepted in times of war Of in times of 
armament boom. [... ] We know from experience that the employment of 
housewives leads to a considerable rise ofhouse keeping costs. Through the 
tax surplus of common taxation the housewife's work becomes senseless in 
most of the cases.,,20 The German Housewives Association meanwhile sup­
ported a complaint against the unconstitutional joint assessment because it 
promoted "concubinage".2! Despite the discussions in parliament, the objec­
tions of several lobbies and even scientific studies that doubted joint taxa­
tion to be in accordance with the constitution, the minister of Finance in 
1955, with an essay on "spouse taxation,,,22 attempted for the third time 
within a few years to establish joint taxation. In future, the income of 
spouses should be added up with granted allowances. The question was 
raised as to whether the state had the right to support, with tax allowances, 
the gainful employment of a married woman in a business that was not her 
husband's. This would, according to Family minister Wuermeling's preju­
dices, result in a tendency to support those powers in society that erode fam­
ily and marriage values.23 He claimed in a TV discussion that eight out of 
marriages ended in a divorce due to the wife's occupational activities. The 
union of female lawyers and economists however drew a completely differ­
ent conclusion from their analysis. According to their findings, most di­
varces could be traced back to the husband's adultery. Wuermeling did not 
18 Resolutions of the centraJ associations and organisations from 26 January 1953, in: 
Informationen (1953), no. 2, enclosure D, pp. 1.2. Letter of Deutscher Verband be­
rufstätiger Frauen, in: Informationen (1953), no. 2, pp. 3-4. 
19 Letter ofVereiniglmg weiblicher Juristen und Volkswirte from 2 February 1953, in: 
Informationen (1953), no. 2, pp. 4-6, here p. 5. 
20 Statement ofDeutsche Angestellten Gewerkschaft (DAG), in: Informationen (1953), 
no. 2, pp. 2-3 . 
21 Informationen, 1953. no. 4, enclosure C, p. 11. 
22 "Ehegattenbesteuerung". Bundesdrucksache II11866. 
23 See correspondence of Wuermeling to Vereinigung weiblicher Juristen und Volks­
wirte from July 1955 until February 1956, in: Informationen ( 1956), no. 3, pp. 4-7. 
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alter his views on this issue and he had to face severe criticism: "We agree 
that it would be more desirable, by improving the social conditions, to en­
able married women to concentrate on their duties as housewives and moth­
ers, better than carrying the double load of horne and work. But as long as 
this change is not realised and as lang as nearly half of all married working 
women support their disabled husbands with an admirable courage, the min­
ister of Family Issues should not be al10wed public1y to bring discredit upon 
these brave women.,,24 
The causes for divorce were also of interest for the Danish authorities in 
1955, There seemed to be a significant connection between the economic 
situation and the durability of marriages, Marriages where women earned 
their own income seemed to have more stability than those in which there 
was only one economic provider. 41 percent of the marriages with house­
wives or "assistant" wives were dissolved in comparison with 19 percent of 
those marriages in which the woman was working part time and 16 percent 
of marriages with fully employed women.25 These results of the Danish sur­
vey also formed part ofthe German discussion. 
The protests against the govemment's plans continued after the minister 
of Finance's essay and the tone became more aggressive.26 The German As­
sociation of Female Academics feared a two-dass system for married 
women. 27 As long as the woman's eaming was considerably low, there were 
no objections to it and it did not conflict with family interests, But as soon as 
the joint income of both spouses cxceeded 12,000 DM a year there would be 
doubts towards the value of the wife's earning. "They are thus especial1y 
directed to the middle dass woman who has had a longer education.,,28 The 
union suspected that the minister "aims to edge out the women mostly from 
higher professions and so to deprive them from the ruling dass which is 
small anyway.,,29 But before there were further parliamentary conferences, 
the Federal Constitutional Court passedjudgement on its view ofthe issue. 
24 Letter from 16 December 1955 to Minister of Family Issues Wuerme1ing, in: Infor­
mationen (1956), no. 3, p. 6 
25 Inga Dahlsgaard, in: Kvinden og Samfundet, September 1956. 
26 See Statements 01' DAG, DGB, Frauenverband Hessen, Verband weiblicher Ange­
stellter, in: Informationen (1956), no. I; Statement of Vereinigung weiblicher Juri­
sten und Volkswirte from 9 April 1956, in: Informationen, 1956, no. 4; Letter 01' 
DGB duted 25 April 1956, in: Informationen (1956), no. 4; Bund der Steuerzahler, 
in: Informationen (1956), no. 7-8. 
27 Deutscher Akademikerinnenbund, Statement to the memorandum from 9 March 
1956, in: Informationen (1956), no. 3, pp, 3-4, 
28 Informationen (1956), no. 4, p. 5. 
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1. 3 The Federal High Court 's verdict 
The Federal High Court passed a verdict in January 1957 which declared 
that §26 EKStG, the regulation of joint taxation, conflicted with the constitu­
tion. The joint taxation of spouses meant a discriminatory exemption against 
married couples, and therefore it was a violation of the constitution, which 
guaranteed special protection for marriage and the family. In addition, the 
"educational effect" of joint taxation, the return of working women to the 
household, was an intention that could not be combined with the constitu­
tion. Women should have the same legal chances to eam an economically 
worthwhile income. To judge married women's gainful employment nega­
tive!y from the start contradicted the constitutional principle of equality.JO 
This verdict completely took the wind of out the Conservatives' sails. 
However they seized upon a side comment in the verdict, which provided a 
lifeline. It stated that the court might consider American splitting as a suit­
able solution for the conflict. It is remarkable, how then a marital taxation 
was passed that actually met the first claim of the Federal High Court, the 
protection offamily, but totally ignored and thus intensified the conflict with 
the constitutional principle of equality. 
1.4 The putative compromise - introduction ofsplitting 
The government was now forced to review the tax law immediately. It did so 
in June 1958.31 The main issue ofthe new proposal was the introduction of 
tax splitting according to the American model. Social Democrats however 
were critical that the benefit of splitting would at first only be effective from 
a certain high level of income onwards and thus create much social injustice. 
As a matter of fact, it would be working women who stood to suffer from 
this new method ofprogression.J2 Women's associations claimed that there 
J3would also be disadvantages for unmarried and single tax payers. The 
J4Workers' Union demanded tax deductions for working married women.
29 Informationen (1956) no. 4, p. 5. 
30 BVerfGE, vol. 6, p. 55. See also Anna Endres, Der Entscheid des Bundesverfas­
sungsgerichtes, in: Informationen, 1957, no. 5, pp. 8-9. 
31	 Verh. BT: 3rd EP: 1st discussion, 17th session, 13 March 1958, pp. 799-819; 2nd 
discussion, 32nd session, 19 June J958, pp. 1756-1795; 3rd discussion, 33rd session, 
20 June 1958, pp. 1820-1831. 
32 Harms (SPD), Verh. BT, 3rd EP, 2nd discussion, 32nd session, p. 1762. 
33 Statements documented in: Informationen flir die Frau, 1958, no. 1, pp. 5-6. 
34 Statement of DGB from March 1958, documented in: Informationen für die Frau 
(1958), no. 3, p. 4. 
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This eorresponded to the tax polities in Denmark, which was attempting to 
relieve working, joint taxed eouples. But the suggestion did not gain any 
significance. In April, the German Assoeiation of Female Academics, the 
German Women's Ring, and the Assoeiation for Educating Girls and 
Women, filed an extensive petition along with detailed reasons. Thcy cx­
pressed severe socio-political doubts about the reform beeause it gave a sub­
vention far the wea]thy single provider of a family: "The wealthy husband of 
the ehildless homemaker is extremely and one-sidedly favoured in eompari­
son with all other taxpayers, especially in comparison with the family 
~d5 man. 
The sociologist Gerhard Maekenroth had already in 1953 called for a tax 
policy that supported families. He emphasised that there was no reason why 
a non-working, ehildless married woman should benefit from any taxation 
poliey.36 He thought it very curious that single persons and couples where 
both spouses were working should finanee the non-working wife of a child­
less husband and thus providing hirn suecour and comfort. Women's asso­
ciations demanded a general individual taxation of spouses and a continuing 
progression as had been provided for in the interim regulation. During a eon­
ference with representatives of the ministl)' of finance, women's associa­
tions repeated and reinforeed their opinion that splitting should be rejeeted 
for legal and social reasons.37 From a legal point ofview the individual taxa­
tion of spouses would meet the current understanding of justiee. From a so­
cial point of view they regarded splitting as unjust, as the higher the ineome 
the greater was the benefit from it. Furthermore the tax advantage would 
rise, the greater the difference between the spouses' ineome. The greatest 
benefit would then result for families in which one spouse - and most ofthe 
time that meant the woman - had no ineome at all. 
In the second and third discussion of the law many petitions dealt with 
the ineorporation of so-calied "half-families" into the splitting rule. How 
was it to deal with widowed, divorced and single mothers? Representatives 
tried hard to put forth that "Ieft alone mothers" could not be additionally 
punished for their fate by the government.38 The Conservatives' objection, 
that a single or divoreed mother reeeived aliments or maintenanee was not 
eonvincing as many fathers failed to fulfil their obligation. Still, a majority 
rejected the equal treatment ofthese women in terms oftaxation. 
35 Informationen rur die Frau (1958), no. 4, pp. 6-12, here p. 6.
 
36 Gcrhard Mackenroth, in: Zeitschrift für sozialen Fortschritt (1953). p. 109
 
37 Report on the Meeting from 6.5.1958 in: Informationen (1958), no. 6. pp. 6-8.
 
38 Kalinke (Deutsche Panei), Verh. BT, 3rd EP, 32nd session, p. 1794.
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Tax Politics and Women's Equality in West Germany and Denmark 
The German Families' Association suspected that the legislative body 
would rather subsidise the childless married woman than extremely needy 
mothers with children. The promotion of children, and hence of the family 
instead ofmerely promoting marriage would have been more easily achieved 
with considerably higher child allowances. Here was a very basic conflict: 
The CDU claimed to promote families with many children but did indeed 
subsidise marriage only with the splitting system. The Social Democrats re­
fused to vote for the new tax law, however the splitting system was intro­
duced on the strength ofthe Conservatives' votes alone. 
Spouses could now choose between separate and joint assessment. At the 
same time the splitting system according to the American model was pro­
moted as a new taxation principle. The split taxation meant that income of 
"not permanently separated" living spouses would be treated as if each of 
them eamed half of the joint income. Marriages with two full incomes thus 
did not achieve any tax relief. The splitting regulation had maximum effect 
on single-provider marriages 01' housewife marriages. Progression was 
slowed down, allowances and flat rates were doubled, which also meant a 
smalleI' tax burden.39 Whereas the former regulation meant a disadvantage 
for married eouples eompared to unmarried couples living together, this dis­
advantage was now transferred to working wives and singles.40 The minister 
ofFamily still praised the splittingeoncept: "Ifwe establish the splittingsys­
tem, we do so especially to the benefit oft the non working housewife and 
mother, for the benefit of those mothers, who find their most beautiful and 
most important duty in carrying the horne, the family, the children and the 
household [... ] That is a very nice way to create equal rights for the non 
working woman and mother.,,41 
As a matter of fact the preferential treatment of housewi fe marriages was 
now even more evident. The splitting rrodel was an incentive to get married, 
not as was often and incorrectly stated for the building of a family. Other 
forms offamily life were not subjeet to the benefits ofthese tax reforms. The 
not inconsiderable tax advantages for married couples compared to single 
people obstructed the development and increase of other modes of family 
li fe that developed out of neeessity after the war. The law had a conserving 
effeet on families in the sense of eonserving traditional bourgeois roles in 
39 See Angela Delille/Andrea GroM, Blick zurück aufs Glück. Frauenleben und Fami­
lienpolitik in den 50er Jahren, Ber/in 1985, p. 158 note 21. 
40 See also ibid., pp. 136-137; Jutta Akrami-Gähren, Die Familienpolitik im Rahmen 
der Sozialpolitik mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Vorstellungen und prakti· 
sehen Tätigkeiten der CDU, Bonn 1974. p. 307. 
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marriage and family. The splitting model's benefits were highest when the 
woman was not working at all and the tax relief was low to non-existing if 
both spouses eamed a full income. The higher the husband's income, the 
higher was the indirect subsidy ofhis wife's household and family work. As 
this increase in value was linked to the husband's salary, the dependence of 
the wife also increased and thus promoted "family work" even in higher so­
cial classes. In this way, the regulation had a clear effect on the labour mar­
ket and social-political norms. This system of marital taxation was indeed a 
good argument against the gainful employment ofthe woman in the marital 
struggle about the division of labour. 
In addition to that, different tax groups had a different progression. Ifthe 
married woman in spite of it all thought about working part or full time, the 
couple immediately discovered that it was not at all worthwhile. The hus­
band was normally, as main provider ofthe family, subject to the lowest tax 
group, whereas his wife in her tax group would be subject to the highest 
progression. Half of her salary from her job would thus end directly in the 
fiscal treasury. Therefore, the state, in spite of its contradicting statements, 
directly regulated the private life of its citizens. 
Nevertheless, the total "domestication" of housewives, which is how 
most scholars view developments ofthe 1950s, was at no times a social real­
ity let alone a socio-political agreement,42 
The Conservatives, with the introduction of splitting and progressive 
taxation, for the first time, did not take labour market necessities into eon­
sideration but put through a socio-political model in tax politics. 
2. Taxation ofWomen in Gainful Employment in Denmark 
Sinee 1880, married women in Denmark had the right to have their own in­

eome at their disposal. Yet it was the husband who had to declare income to
 
the fiscal authorities. In the first Danish ineome tax law of 1903, the joint
 
assessment of married spouses was lawfully fixed. The eonsequenee of this
 
was that the wife's possible ineome was added to the main provider's - the
 
husband's - income. Because ofthe progressive seale, woman's income was
 
taxed at an extremely high rate.43 The head ofthe family was liable tür tax.44
 
The wife did not have her own tax code and was officially not a taxpayer.
 
42 Compare von Oenzen, Teilzeitarbeit (note 5), p. 190.
 
43 For the Danish tax laws see Anna Birte Ravn, Gender, Taxation and Welfare State in
 
Denmark 1903-1963(83). in: Kari Melby et al., The Nordic Model of Marriage (note 
1), pp, 113,127. 
44 Lov om Indkomst- og Formueskat til Staten af 15. Mai 1903, §7. 
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She did not even have to undersign, certifying that the tax declaraüon her 
husband made was correct. However, if the head of the family did not fulfil 
his taxpaying duty, financial administration could not only seize the man's 
but also his wife's salary. There was an allowance granted for children under 
the age of 15, 
2,1 Allowances in family taxation policy 
In 1912, a so-called, "wife-deduction" (hustruafdrag)45 was introduced, If 
the woman's income was not based on her husband's property 01' their joint 
property, but on againful employment for an independent employer, the 
husband could claim this deduction, It should compensate the extra costs 
that a man would have to pay when his wife was working and not being able 
to look after the household completely.46 This tax relief was granted to the 
husband and was at its utmost half of his own allowance, In the tax law of 
1922, the wife deduction was again granted to the "family provider", but it 
was now graded and only granted up to a certain income. The lower the in­
come, the higher the allowance, However, facing price rises and general de­
velopment of salaries, the wife-deduction began to lose more and more sig­
nificance because it could hardly ever be claimed. 
In the law oftax assessment of 1947148 the wife-deduction was therefore 
separated from the husband's salary and set to half ofthe wife's salary but at 
maximum value of 2000 Crowns. This sum represented the legislature's 
supposed minimum wage for a domestic help. This role was kept until the 
law of tax assessment of 1958/59, The significant group of self-employed, 
with a smalleI' income, first benefited from the tax regulation in 1959/60.47 
Apart from the so-called wife-deduction, there were many other tax al­
10wances. First, of course, the personal allowance, which depended on in­
come, place of residence and provision of duties, tax deductions for children 
and, since 1950, child benefits. The govemment started to differentiate be­
tween providers and non-providers when it introduced the new tax law in 
1922,48 The reformed maritallaws spoke ofmutual provision, There was one 
taxation rate, just as before, but providers were granted a higher allowance 
(graded according to their income) than non-providers. Providers were, ac­
cording to the law, all married men and widowers, widows and divorced 
45 Lov om Indkomst- og Formueskat tiJ Staten af 8, Juni 1912,
 
46 Lov om Indkomst- og Formueskat, §8,
 
47 Betrenkning om regtefrellers beskatning, Afgivet af det af finansministeren den 8,
 
maTts nedsatte udvalg, Betrenkning nr, 327, 1963. p, 19, 
48 Lov om Indkomst- og Formueskat til Staten af 10, April 1922, 
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people with their own household or with a duty of maintenance. Single par­
ents, who lived with their parents, were not providers in terms of the regula­
tion.49 In 1956/57 two different taxation rating scales were developed: one 
for providers of a family and one for non-providers. Hence the allowance for 
family providers was redundant thereafter. 
Child allowances and benefits were offset against tax liability until 1967. 
Since 1903, there had been tax deductions for children under the age of 15, 
even for illegitimate children. This rule was a disadvantage for workers with 
lower incomes, as tax deductions had a greater effect on higher incomes. 
Since 1950, when the first child benefit law was passed, the benefit was otT­
set against tax liability. Since 1951, under certain circumstances, this benefit 
could be paid to the mother. Not until the child benefit law of 1967, child 
benefits were no longer part of tax law but of sociallaw. 50 
2,2 The positions 01wornen 's associations 
The Danish women's associations realised very early how significant tax 
law was in their eontext. The activities ofthe Danish Women's Association 
(Dansk Kvindesamlund) coneeming tax politics can be separated into tour 
main phases, each with a different emphasis. The first in and direetly after 
the First World War, the second in the 1930s then again directly after the 
Second World War, and finally at the beginning ofthe 1960s, The women's 
association claimed separate taxation of spouses for the first time in 1913. 
This very eentral demand trom time to time gave way to other seemingly 
more practieal demands. The association had to face the dilemma of trying 
to balance working women's interests with that ofhousewives. 
In 1915 the Danish Women's Assoeiation sent their first statement to the 
Danish parliament, demanding that spouses should be taxed individually. 
Their argument was firstly, that it was humiliating that a formerly politieally 
responsible citizen was put on the same level as an immature child after mar­
rying. Seeondly, it was unjust that a woman should lose her right to vote in 
loeal eleetions ifher husband did not pay his taxes. 51 
When the dreams of a housewife salary were shattered, during the discus­
sion about marital law in the 1920s, the general demand for separate marital 
49 Kirsten Geertsen, Arbejderkvinder i Danmark. Vi1kär og kamp 1924-1939, Copen­
hagen 1982, p. 279. 
50 Hanne Rimmen Nilsen, Livets Lighed, Lis Groes og familiepolitikken i 1950'erne, 
in: Kvinden og samfundet, Jubi1reumsskrift 1996. 
51 Eva Hemmer Hansen, B1ästf0mper, f0dstf0mper, uldstmmper. Dansk kvindesam­
funds historie i 100 är, Aarhus 1970, p. 86f. 
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taxation was raised again, However, the association's activities concentrated 
first on criticising the definition of"provider".52 The public law definition of 
provider was deri ved from the civil servants law of 1919. According to this, 
a man was defined as a provider just because of his mari tal status, regardless 
of whether there were children to support or not. The provider status was 
also independent of his wife's income. The married woman however did not 
attain provider status as a ru1e. She was on1y granted the provider status in 
exceptions, ifthe man could not earn a salary due to illness while there were 
children to maintain. Indeed if the man did not have an income at all, he was 
still regarded as the provider and head ofthe family and thus the only person 
Iiable to pay tax.53 The women's associations demanded that the provider 
bonus should only be granted to persons that had children to provide for. 
They believed it to be an underestimation of wives' economic capability if 
they were as a rule defined to be in need of provision. 
When a new tax commission in 1936 was to work out reform proposals 
and the representatives of the women' s associations were not granted access 
to the committee, some associations54 produced independent statements on 
the issue, 55 They restricted themselves to developing pragmatic procedures. 
Tax declaration should thus feature both spouses' names and should only be 
valid if signed by both. Married women should be granted their own tax 
code if necessary and hence be able to pay their tax independently. Unmar­
ried providers should also be granted the provider's allowances. Finally the 
judicial consequences of not paying tax should only have an impact on the 
d'd . 56person w h0 1 not pay It. 
2.3 Exeursus.· The effeets on the right to vote in loeal eleetions 
The husband's reliability in taxpaying could indeed have a negative effect 
on the woman's position in society and especially on her political rights. Un­
til 1953 suffrage and eligibility was tied to the condition that one was regis­
tered as a taxpayer in one's home community and that one had paid the taxes 
of the last two years including the current year. As only the "head of the 
family" was responsible for paying tax, his wife lost her right to vote if he 
52 See Ravn, Gender (note 43), p. 117. 
53 Inger Margrete Pedcrsen, Forsorgerbegrebet. Studier i familiens retlige problemer. 
Bet<enkning nr. 440, Copenhagen 1966, p. 112. 
54 Dansk Kvindesamfund, Danske Kvinders Nationalräd, "Open Door" and Koben­
havns Husmodcrforening. 
55 Cf. Hemmer Hanscn, BI1tstromper (note 51), p. 87; Ravn, Gender (note 43), p. 117. 
56 Pedersen, Forsorgerbegrebet (note 53), p. 15. 
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did not pay. This was a problem especially in situations of separation.57 Yet 
it was first in 1957 that these regulations were relaxed and exceptions were 
made in case of death, divorce or separation. In lawful marriages, however, 
they were still valid concerning suffrage and eligibility. The minister of the 
Interior showed no understanding whatsoever: "As far as I remember, it is 
said in the wedding ceremony, that the couple should follow one another in 
good times and in bad times, and this alone is recognised here. I am about to 
say that if a woman has not enough influence on her husband to make hirn 
pay his taxes if she wants to be a candidate in local election, then her influ­
ence in the district council will not be very strong either.,,5H 
2.4 The discussion after 1945 
A new impetus was brought to the discussion by Erik Ib Schmidt and Inga 
Dahlsgaard with the essay "Tax and marriage",59 published by Dansk 
Kvindesamfund in autumn 1945. The authors showed that the transition to 
modem forms of production with an extended division and specialisation of 
labour had brought significant changes to the economic unit "family", Still 
the woman's housework conditions improved, according to the article, in 
turn improving the economic situation of the family and thus raising family 
income. The housewife's work was taxed at a very low rate, the authors 
stated. First of all there were less indirect consumption taxes, as food and 
clothes could be produced in the house, whereas working mothers had to 
buy such items and secondly, the income of housework was not subject to 
taxation at all. 60 Apart from the taxation privileges of housework, the essay 
criticised the fact that gainful employment of married women was taxed at a 
much higher rate than any other employee's income. In tax law the wife was 
seen as an appendix to her husband, but the sanctions would have the same 
impact on her as on hirn. The authors' proposal was to abolishjoint taxation 
as the most sound and best solution. They also implied that provider, wife, 
and child deductions should be cut in favour of child benefits and other so­
cial security payments. 
The publication of this essay had a thunderbolt's effect on the feminist 
debate. It had become apparent that housewives could, as a "work force re· 
serve", assist with the post-war reconstruction, for which a larger work force 
57 Ibid., p. 15.
 
58 Folketingstidende 1957/58, p. 473.
 
59 Inga Dahlsgaard/Erik Ib Schmidt, Skat og JEgteskab. Aktuelle skatteproblemer. Ed.
 
by Dansk Kvindesamfund, Copenhagen 1945. 
60 Dahlsgaard/Schrnidt, Skat (note 59), p. 19, 
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was badly needed. Therefore the Danish Women's Association took the of­
fensive and demanded the separate taxation of spouses: "Because it is in our 
opinion of great importance for econorny that the female work force is also 
used, we venture to draw your attention to our earlier petitions all based on 
the idea that husband and wife - in one form or the other - are taxed sepa­
rately, or that a considerably higher allowance on their joint income is 
granted instead.,,61 
The correlation of joint assessrnent, progressive taxation and the accord­
ingly high rate of taxation for married working wornen, the low wages for 
women and the shortages in the work force were topics for lively discussions 
in thc post-war years. Newspapers ran such headings as "Can one save 
money through companionate marriage?", or "Marriage divorced for tax rea· 
sons", and thus intensified the conflict. Even the minister ofFinance tried to 
62find incentives for the employment of women. After consultations with the 
financial department about a new tax law in 1948, Dansk Kvindesamfund 
(DK) and its urnbreIla organisation Danske Kvinders NationalrGd (DKN) 
ernphasised their demands for gender equality in taxation in principle, and 
especially far the abolition of joint assessment and taxation.63 However, as 
the situation on the labour rnarket eased again, public interest in this issue 
also seemed to calm down. 
The results of the official commission on taxation, which had already 
bcen established in 1936, though first publishing its results in 1948 and 
1950, were distinctly lacking in innovation.64 Most of the commission's 
members, who were all men, had neither understanding nor concern for 
women's dernands and issues whatsoever. The commission's majority ex­
plicitly justified the joint assessment and evcn tried to abolish the wife deo. 
duction.65 The report's tone not only displayed a lack of concern, but also 
retlected a considerable atTOgance, especially as the "childless wife" was 
used as the most deterrent example. The argumentation constructed an artifi­
cial conflict of interests between the married wornan and the single mother. 
61 Kvindehistorisk Arkiv, Aarhus, material tax syslem. Letler ofDansk Kvindesamfund 
to tax commission from 2 September 1946. 
62 Kvindchistorisk Arkiv, Aarhus, a collection of articles about taxation from the years 
1946-48. 
63 Kvindehistorisk Arkiv, Aarhus, DKN and DKS to Generaldirekwr Knud Kost, Au­
gust 1948. 
64 Betrenkningen om Beskatningen af Indkomst og Formue m.v. Afgivet af Skatle­
lovkommissionen. I. deI, Copenhagen 1948; Skattelovkommissionens Betrenkning. 
11. dei, Copenhagen 1950. 
65 Betrenkning 1948 pp. 66·71. 
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It was asked again and again why the single mother was not granted the 
wife·deduction, and, in response to the rhetorical question, it was decided to 
cut the deduction altogether. The women's associations, DKN and DK pro­
tested severely against the abolition of the allowance and drew attention to 
the effects ofsuch a "marriage penalty". They feared a drop ofwomen's em­
ployment with negative consequences for reconstruction, an increase in di­
vorces for tax reasons and a diminution in marriages. At the same time, they 
agreed to the alteration of the "provider" definition, which should in future 
be extended to unmarried people supporting their children, elderly or sick 
66relatives, and thus let them also benefit from family allowances.
In the second part of the 1950 report the official commission defended 
the continuation of joint assessment with the argument of "technical neces­
sity in tax", though it did now develop proposals to augment the wife deduc­
tion which clearlv contrasted with former statements. The female representa­
tives' criticism'was clear: The investigation of mari tal taxation was 
superficial, and carried through without statistic material 01' thorough en· 
quily.67 Probably as a response, the Danish Women's Association itself now 
started an investigation on the taxation of married women.68 The result was 
remarkable. Not only did it not at all refer to the essay published eight years 
earlie1', there was also a drastic change of direction and argumentation. The 
demand for separate or individual taxation did not appear at all, instead the 
tax policy committee demanded different taxation scales for families with 
two working providers and families with a working man and his housewife. 
The abolition ofthe "provider,,69 definition was no longer a point of discus­
sion. The definition was sharpened as it no longer referred to the support of 
children but should only apply to jointly assessed, married persons. "It 
would be sensible to apply the 'provider' definition only to married, jointly 
assessed couples and that only to them a family allowance as granted be­
cause families have a much higher subsistence level than unmarried peo­
ple.,,7U This surprising change of direction was definitely in conflict with the 
66 Kvindehistorisk Arkiv. See Letters of DKN and DK to the government and parlia­
ment from 30 November 1948; Kvinden og samfundet, 1948, p. 176, "Til regering 
og rigsdag". 
67 Kirsten Gloerfelt-Tarp (Radikale Venstre), Folketingstidende, 13. ~ovember 1951, 
pp. 953,956. 
68 Dansk Kvindesamfund (ed,), Gifte kvinders beskatning. En undersogelse over 
virkninger af de greldende love samt retningslinier for rendringer, Copenhagen 1954. 
69 See Lissie Masgard, Hvad er en "forsorger"?, in: Kvinden og samfundet (1951), p. 
36f. 
70 Kvinden og samfundet (1954), p. 118. 
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original positions ofthe women's association, however it reflected the spirit 
of the times with its strang emphasis on legal marriage. One therefore can 
only agree with the historian Anna Birte Ravn, who holds the years 1945 to 
1953 to have been the most turbulent period in terms of political discussions 
and statements ofthe Danish Women's Association on tax policy.71 
Marital taxation kept the Folketing busy for regular periods of time. This 
was due firstly to the evident necessity of a tax reform but with none of the 
parties daring to launch sweeping reforms. The result was instead the pass­
ing of aseries of smalI, partial reforms. In the annual budget and in finance 
laws small adjustments were made. In May 1954, the minister of Finance, 
Viggo Kampmann (S) came up with an eagerly awaited tax reform pro­
posal. 72 According to this, spouses should be taxed separately up to a certain 
income, thus enabling the so-called assistant wives to be assessed individu­
ally, too. From an income of 22,000-30,000 Danish crowns onwards, mar­
ried couples were to be taxed progressively and jointly and thus to face 
augmentation oftheir tax burden. The missing wife and provider allowances 
were to be compensated by a general allowance for the subsistence level of 
every adult. For the first time, a proposal showed concern for the explicit 
support of the family instead of supporting marriage, as a representative 
stated: "The result is that before and after marriage, the tax situation will bc 
exactly the same for the couple ifthey do not have any children. If children 
are born, the circumstances will change and then the so-called family policy, 
that is, the special concern for families will be taken into account. Therefore 
families with children will bc favoured and special concern will be shown 
towards those families were the mother is working, toO.,,73 
New regulations for child benefits should also be settled with this reform. 
The proposal to pay these benefits to the mother and augment the mother's 
gainful employment was not met with enthusiasm everywhere. Conserva­
tives ridiculed thc proposal by asking ifthe state was to pay a nanny for each 
and every family in the country.74 The abolition ofwife deduction was also 
quite controversial. From the women's side, the continued use ofthe word 
"head offamily" was criticised. However in the following year, the proposal 
was not passed by the Folketing. 
71 Ravn, Gender (note 43).
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2.5 The tax reform of1958 
There was a Iimited reform in 1956/57 when, instead of the one rating scale 
with the provider allowances, two taxation scales were introduced: one for 
providers and one for non-providers.75 The following year, most ofthe injus­
tices conceming the "provider" definition had been resolved. Divorced or 
widowed men without current providing duties were no longer subject to the 
taxation privileges (as a matter offact, this applied to 165,000 men) and sin­
gle parents were to gain easier access to the lower taxation. The right-wing 
liberal party Venstre tried to treat housework as an equivalent to employ­
ment and called tür the expenses for housemaids to be made tax-deductible. 
According to Venstre, the number of kindergarten places needed could thus 
be limited to a "reasonable" amount and one could also provide support for 
the elderly and would not have to subsidise the "many and too expensive" 
elderly homes. Families in need ofhelp would sort out their problems more 
independently76 and govemment could therefore reduce claims for commu­
nal domestic help or other public support. The Social Democrats, of course, 
objected to these ideas. 
As the different taxation scales led to a higher taxation of spouses who 
were both working, the women's association discussed separate taxation 
again. The valid regulations led in most cases to a higher tax burden if two 
working people got married. Regardless ofthe fact that both had been taxed 
high as non-providers before the marriage, the marriage could have a nega­
tive effect on family economics in spite ofthe husband's provider benetit. If 
a man on the other hand married a non-working woman, the tax burden grew 
smaller because in this case the provider bonus came fully into effect. Little 
had changed for couples with a relatively low income and a working wife 
(about 70 percent ofthe married couples in Denmark). For the remaining 30 
percent of couples, those with a higher income, the tax burden increased no­
ticeably. If two teachers decided to marry, then their taxation was 15 percent 
higher than before the wedding. If the woman only worked part-time, the 
burden nevertheless increased by 15 percent.77 The income of an unmarried 
woman was generally taxed lower compared to a married woman's income 
whose husband was working. The head of the household was still account­
able to the tax authorities. Yet Jytte Christensen, the tax specialist of the 
Danish Women's Association did not revise her agreement to joint assess­
75 Discussions in Folketing,7 December 1956.
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ment,78 Christensen did indeed register the German Federal High Court's 
deeision against joint marital taxation. But instead of using the Supreme 
Court's verdict, whieh also eorresponded to UN philosophy, for her own 
campaign, she stlietly denied a similarity of the German and Danish situa­
tion. Denmark, unlike the Federal Republic of Germany, did not have UN 
human rights embedded in its eonstitution and therefore the German deci­
sion was not relevant, she stated. A little later the tax expert repeatedly 
c1aimed that the actual "ineapaeitation" was the fact that married women 
eould not file and be responsible for their own tax deelaration, nor sign their 
husbands'. Joint or separate assessments were only teehniques of taxation 
and neither implied a negative nor a positive judgement, she declared. DK in 
1960 only partly demanded the abolition ofjoint taxation beeause, aeeording 
to Christensen, most of the married women in independent employment en­
joyed tax reduetion by means ofthe wife-deduetion.79 
The eonservative and right wing parties' plans of 1960, to introduee the 
splitting system in order to "bring a elear family policy into Danish tax law" 
were not successful.80 The DK representatives rejected the proposal at once 
beeause they held the splitting system to be not neutral, but supportive of 
housework and housewife marriage. 
14 years had passed since the end of the war and, in spite of many pro­
posals, Denmark had not secn a significant change let alone eonerete steps 
towards the equality of married women and men in tax 1aw. As in previous 
years, the tax eoding was only given to the man, the head of family. The tax 
declaration was valid even ifhis wife had not signed it. However, ifthc fam­
ily owed tax, government eould seize both spouses' salaries. Even the 
women's associations were unsure about the best strategy to eontinue the 
diseussion. Another ministry of Finanee eOInmittee was commissioned to 
investigate the social, legal and economic effeets ofthe current tax law. That 
eommittee proposed three different models for future taxation in 1963.81 
There was broad agreement on the necessity of ehanges, not at least beeause 
a threatened shortage ofwork force demanded other approaches to the prob­
lem. The eommittee assumed that the high taxation of the female spouse's 
ineome noticeably reduced the likeliness ofher seeking gainful employment. 
This fact now had a counter-produetive effeet regarding the shortage of 
78 Kvindenogsamfundet(l958),pp.137 ff.
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teachers, doctors, dentists, technicians and hospital staff.82 Ifa teacher's wife 
started to work in a similar position, the joint ineome was taxed at a rate that 
was 41.5 percent higher than if she remained a housewife. A part-time job 
meant a higher rate of 38.2 percent. For a factory worker, the wife's inde­
pendent employment meant a higher taxation of 21.8 percent.83 Therefore, 
the official committee recommended reforms. It took on board the women's 
associations' arguments, that the eurrent tax law kept couples from getting 
married or even implied a divorce for financial reasons. This had been a 
strong objeetion. German women's organisations and Social Democrats used 
similar arguments in the discussion in the Federal Republic of Germany, 
during the 1950s, and finally succeeded. The alternatives were to impose 
individual taxation in general or at least for the majority of marriages, or to 
reform the wife deduction and raise it. The report concluded that if a simple 
and thorough reform was desired and if one wished to leave the decision be· 
tween independent employment and housework entirely to the married cou­
pie, one eould only support the slow change towards total separate or indi­
vidual taxation.84 However, in the reform bill the governmcnt presented in 
January 1965, there was little left ofthe committee's ideas.85 It was the first 
bill concerning tax that included significant changes,86 yet even in this paper 
the mari tal status had a direct effect on the tax burden. Inger Margrete 
Pedersen concluded in 1966 with an air of resignation that "it seems to be 
characteristic for our century that individualism is assumed to be something 
granted between partners and not something that has an effect on and sig­
nificance for public demands,,,87 
Another regulation in tax law had clearly nonnative motives: the so­
called newly-weds regulation88 If the newly married woman chose to stop 
working in the first three months of her marriage, the family could claim 
considerable tax reduction, regardless of the probable pregnancy of the 
woman. If circumstances changed for a single mother because of childbirth, 
there were no tax reductions at all. It is remarkable that these tax reductions 
82 Betamkning 1963, p. 62.
 
83 Ibid" p. 59.
 
84 Ibid., p, 73. See discussions in Folketing, 1Oetober 1963.
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with their transparent educational intention were not criticised 01' even men· 
tioned in any ofthe contemporary investigations and statements. 
2.6 The introduetion ofindividual taxation 
Despite the fact that tax refonn was an important subject for most parties in 
the 1964 election campaign, it took the govemment until 1970 before it fi­
nally introduced individual taxation. Conservatives, Radicals and Social 
Democrats had alt stated that joint taxation should be abolished in their 
opinion, and all the other parties also desired tax reform.89 On 31 March 
1967 the so-called tax at source law90 was passed with the votes of the So­
cial Democrats, the Liberals and the Socialists. The most important changes 
were the abolition of joint taxation and the standardisation of allowances 
and deductions. The wife's income was taxed separately if she was self­
employed 01' independently employed 01' was granted social welfare, sick­
ness benefit 01' pension. The provider definition was abolished. The family 
status should be taken into account via allowances per person. The man 
could claim his as well as his wife's allowance on his tax liability. In 1970, 
when the Conservatives were in power, the law came into force. From then 
on, tax deductions purely for mari tal status became a relic ofthe past. 
3. West Germany and Denmark in Comparison 
The changes within the tax law have to be interpreted in the light ofthe dif­
ferent socio-political circumstances that implicitly 01' explicitly were taken 
into account. Such circumstances were the situation on the labaur market, 
juridical fixation and sodal acceptance of gender equality and finally the 
significance that was granted to marriage and especially to housewife mar­
riage. 
In both countries, tax law played an important role in the parliamentary 
discussions about women's role. There were comparable origins - the so­
called household taxation. In the Weimar Republic, quite a large group of 
married women were granted individual taxation while the main principle of 
joint taxation was kept. This exemption survived different modifications and 
89 Randi Markussen, Socialdemokraliels kvindeopfattelse og -politik fra 1960-1973, in: 
Den jyske historiker, special issue: Socialdemokratiet, ve1faerdsstaten og kvindeme. 
vol. 18 (1980), pp. 15·168, here pp. 59-70. 
90 Lov om aendring af lov om opkraevning af indkomst· og formueskat for personer 
m.v. (Kildeskat), in: Fo1ketingsärbogen 1967-68, pp.176-186; Lov om ikrafttraeden 
af Jov om opkraevning af indkomsl- og formueskat for personer m.v. (Kildcskat), in: 
Folketingsärbogen 1967·68, pp. 186 ff. 
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stayed valid untiJ 1958 - the year of the general tax Jaw reform, The house­
hold taxation without exemption had been impossible to put through in the 
face of socio-political protests, apart from the period 1934 to 1941. In Den­
mark, the so-called wife deduction was introduced in 1912. It was granted to 
men whose wives were in independent gainfu1 emp10yment, to cover the 
husband's expenses for home help in the househo1d. And yet on1y the hus­
band was liable to pay tax. 
In both countries, married women were seen as a work force reserve and 
as a means to regu1ate the 1abour market. It was clear to contemporary po1iti­
cians that a high taxation of married women's gainfu1 emp10)ment wou1d 
serve as a motivation against seeking independent employment. According 
to the labour market situation, tax po1icy could then be used as a regulation. 
In Denmark, the women's associations tried for the first time in an immedi­
ate1y after the First World War to achieve separate assessment with this ar­
gument, though without success. The ministry of Finance's tax committee 
picked up this argument not before the beginning ofthe 1960s, when a lack 
of work force was noticeab1e in certain professions. But even this knowl­
edge still had no political consequences, General individual taxation finally 
became reality with the great tax reform of j 967 and came into force in 
1970. In Germany meanwhi1e, the labour market situation very often 
brought direct changes to tax policy, at least regarding the refOlms of 1934, 
1941, 1951, 1958 and finally also forthe tax compromise in 1965. 
Especially in the case ofDenmark, the ambivalences between marital and 
family law on the one hand and tax 1aw on the other are very apparent. 
Whereas marital 1aw since the 1920s declared the mutual obligation to pro­
vide, tax law continued, until the 1ate 1960s, to speak of one provider re· 
spectively, in marriages, of a male provider. In the middle ofthe 1950s this 
system was broadened within a specific provider scale. The Danish tax law 
was thus a direct contradiction to the attempts at establishing equality in the 
1920s. Flexibility comparable to that in the Federal Republic of Germany, or 
even in the German Democratic Republic (where general individual taxation 
had already been introduced in the 195 Os), had not developed. This was not 
least due to the fact that Danish women's organisations did not argue either 
vigorously enough or as one voice against household taxation until the 
1960s. 
In Federal Gerrnan family law, or rather in the regulations of the Civil 
Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch) from 1900 conceming the family, no inten­
tion of gender equality was visible at all. Nevertheless, the individual taxa­
tion ofthe working, independently employed married woman was incorpo­
rated into tax law in the 1920s. At the beginning of the 1950s, those 
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exemption regulations were extended to include other groups of working 
female spouses. Although the Gemlan govemment fixed the woman's re· 
sponsibility for the household in the so-called equality law of 1957, it still 
had to make individual taxation the basis for tax law, especially after the 
High Court's verdict. Yet it is still remarkable that from the introduction of 
the splitting model onwards, and again with the creation ofdifferent taxation 
rates for married and unman'ied people. German tax law still subsidises the 
housewife marriage. Thus, not de jure, but de facta household taxation won 
through against individual taxation. 
Ideas about how the state should intervene or act in order to support mar· 
riages or a certain type of family life -that marriage and family were to be 
suppOlted was out of question both in Denmark and in Germany - differed a 
lot. Opponents to joint taxation or household assessment stated in both coun· 
tries that such taxation would dissuade couples from getting married, or 
even support divorces as the joint taxation put working spouses at a disad­
vantage against non-married couples. Defenders of household taxation gen­
erally wanted to see and treat marriage as a union, as a closed institution, so 
that in Germany the male head of the family, and in Denmark the male pro­
vider, was solely liable to pay tax, Neither the wife's deduction nor the ex­
emption rules for working wives in Germany corresponded with the goals of 
opponents to household taxation. 
Tax policy was both a delicate and vividly discussed issue in 1950's 
Germany. It was seen in connection with the shortly before passed constitu­
tional article of gender equality and the article to protect marriage and fam­
ily. That the ultimate refoml and especially the splitting model finally subsi· 
dised housewife marriage more than anything before was not only surprising 
to the contemporary spectators. As a matter of fact, the splitting model put 
marriage itself in a better position in tax terms, though the married woman 
was personally at a much worse position, which remains remarkable even 
from today's point ofview. 
In Denmark the judicial questions of gender equality were not so relevant 
in the 1950s. Social questions were much more important. This might ex­
plain why the subject was not seriously discussed until the 1960s, although 
there had been attempts to reform tax law in the 1930s. That it was then 
picked up again was also due to shortages in the work force in certain fields 
of employment. It is remarkable how much the women's organisations were 
engaged in the tax law discussion and how resolutely they demanded a gen­
eral tax reform in the 1950s. Much clearer than ever before and clearer than 
the second feminist movement in the 1970s, they realised the gender com­
ponent in tax law. 
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